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Boy meets girl at party hosted by more or less responsible adult: it’s one of the oldest setups in the book, from Odysseus and Nausicaa and Cinderella and her prince to Elizabeth Bennett and Mr. Darcy. The motif is not unknown in Shakespeare either. Paternal hospitality, for example, occasions the first encounters between Othello and Desdemona. Act 1 of *Romeo and Juliet* is unusual, however, in spending so much time dramatizing the forms of planning, labor, and greeting that make such meetings possible, including inviting guests, clearing tables and moving furniture, adjusting light, music, and sound, welcoming late arrivals, and saying good-night. In *Romeo and Juliet*, all of this event-planning takes place within inherited scenarios of celebration: if Capulet’s “old accustom’d feast” (1.2.20) recollects the Christmas setting of Arthur Brooke’s poem, Shakespeare has chosen to reset the banquet in July, a “fortnight and odd days” to “Lammas-tide” (1.3.14-15), a harvest festival celebrated on August 1 and coinciding with Juliet’s birthday. In theater and in life, holiday often sets the stage for hospitality, in the form of seasonal festivities and life-cycle events that respond to ecological and biological rhythms of dearth and plenty, increase and decline.

In this essay, I use hospitality as a framework that merges the theatrical and the thematic in Shakespearean drama within dispositions of space that are at once urban, domestic, agrarian, and political-theological. This framework connects community to cosmos through its social and symbolic work. Hospitality embraces both *theatrum* and *theatrum mundi*: because hospitality as a social form involves sumptuary shifts and ceremonial extemporizing in spaces that invite welcoming and display, hospitality also bears immediately upon the theater, drafting dramatic scenarios, lending itself to metadramatic reflections and coincidences, and helping to shape relationships among performers, theater technicians, and audience members. In Shakespearean drama, hospitality has the power to knit the things and
spaces of the play to the work’s narrative and dramatic interests in a single but not seamless network of action, activity, and concern. I say single but not seamless because hospitality reorganizes, often provisionally and with a sense of insufficiency or remainder, a fundamentally mixed company of persons, things, and spaces in a social and natural world striated by the existential vulnerabilities that follow from our affiliations with other people and our needs for food, shelter, clothing, and security. Hospitality manages these multiple dependencies through a signifying arsenal that cultivates linguistic and musical performances alongside a diverse object world composed of special foods, fibers, and tools. The emotional palette of hospitality includes not only anticipation, joy, and good cheer, but also fear, shame, and boredom. We have all suffered (and delivered) the stinging dagger of the snub tucked within the inky cloak of disaffection, whose light-absorbing properties pronounce every witticism comatose upon arrival. It is precisely because hospitality’s available resources, present occasion, or current guest list always threaten to render it inadequate to its real and symbolic tasks that hospitality contains such ample opportunities for drama, in the form of conflict and rivalry, theft and rape, the hiding and disclosure of identity, the contingencies of love, and the horror of halitosis.

Hospitality bears on questions of space and its theatricalization insofar as entertaining involves making room for guests, both physically (where will they sit, slouch, sleep, eat, dance, or check their e-mail?) and existentially (the guest might be a ghost, or a kidnapper, or allergic to peanuts). The simplest acts of setting the table or strewing rushes on the floor mentally as well as physically prepare the hosting household for the adventure to come by rededicating the space of the oikos to the dangers and delights of visitation. Hospitality not only requires but also actively summons what I call an environment of entertainment, a space of welcoming that is always incipiently theatrical. The special settings of hospitality (hall, stage, courtyard, pavilion, street, lawn, camp site) support discrete instances and genres of convivial performance (banquet and ball, masque and play, potluck and picnic, progress and parade). Hospitality is environmental in a second sense as well: by participating in the liturgical and agrarian calendar of holidays, hospitality events amalgamate heterogeneous ingredients (times and places; animals and vegetables; things, gods, and persons) in multimedia performances oblivious to the nature-culture divide.

Although I am entering territory here that belongs to theater history and performance studies, I am a visitor to these parts. I come equipped with an interest in design, especially the analysis of affordances as they bear on
place-making efforts. My interests are phenomenological, not historical: I want to understand how human appearing as well as the appearing of things unfolds within the special light cast by welcoming. The tools and techniques of such welcoming are certainly bound to specific contexts; in handling these details, however, I am more interested in probing the forms of experience, cognition, and subjective disclosure that we share with Shakespeare than I am in asserting the differences between his world and ours. I am attracted to moments of lyric address and casual interchange that capture the concourse between theatrical activity and dramatic action obliquely: phenomenological transcriptions that belong ultimately to page more than stage. (This essay remains an exercise in literary criticism, not theater history.) Performance itself is a form of phenomenalization that bridges epochs: a making appear anew of words, gestures, movements, and things across time and in new spaces. Each of the dramatic instances I probe here—some stage business with a group of servingmen; Capulet’s harried greeting of his guests; and Romeo’s decision to play the torchbearer—touches on an element of the real, taken as the site of an impasse, dilemma, or resistance that reveals the vexed and provisional character of hospitable scripts. The servingmen demonstrate the necessity of labor to build and furnish scenes of public appearing as well as the withdrawal of such labor into leftover spaces and times; Capulet’s welcoming of the visored Romeo identifies the intrusion of the stranger as the risk that hospitality both courts and wards off; finally, Romeo’s torch serves to create a space both within and apart from the merrymaking in which his encounter with Juliet can take place.

**Hospitality’s affordances**

*What does hospitality afford?* I use the word “afford” here to mean *invite, allow, yield, furnish, make possible.* Although the word itself is old (it occurs with some frequency and in several contexts in Shakespeare), it has gained new currency in design research, where “affordances” designate those physical aspects of an object, including elements of shape, color, layout, and position, that communicate to the human user how a particular thing, be it coffee cup or touch screen, is meant to be handled. Affordances are thus directly related to interfaces: to the communicative points of contact between objects and users. The term *affordance* was first coined by ecological psychologist James J. Gibson to describe the way in which animals perceive elements of their environment in relation to the possibilities for action born by specific features of their world:
The affordances of the environment are what it offers the animal, what it provides or furnishes, either for good or ill. The verb to afford is found in the dictionary, but the word affordance is not. I have made it up. I mean by it something that refers to both the environment and the animal in a way that no existing term does. It implies the complementarity of the animal and the environment.6

Affordances reside in the environment, and in this sense they are objective, but they function only in relation to particular animals, and in this sense they are relational and transactional, associating organisms with a niche, defined by Gibson not as a place but as “a set of affordances.”7

Affordances begin with the central feature of the terrestrial environment, namely, the ground or support of the earth itself: “If a terrestrial surface is nearly horizontal (instead of slanted), nearly flat (instead of convex or concave), and sufficiently extended (relative to the size of the animal), then the surface affords support.”8 The primal affordance of flatness links the space of the stage to the scene of much mammalian action: whether on the field of battle, a public plaza, the boards of the Globe, a great hall, an open plan living room, or a preschool playground, a plateau affords movement, visibility, and interaction for quadrupeds and bipeds of a certain size. Gibson’s animals are above all animate: they move through space, and their perception largely occurs in locomotion toward a goal or away from a danger, rarely resting in a position of detached contemplation. Gibson’s research began in perception psychology, and he coined the term ecological optics to define the way in which animal perception, including the habits of the human animal, is ambient and tangible, a constant multisensory “keeping-in-touch with the world.”9

Although the ground affords locomotion, and is thus a key element in the environment of land animals, Gibson’s terra firma is not empty: “The environment is generally cluttered. . . . The furniture of the earth, like the furnishings of a room, is what makes it livable.”10 This originary clutter includes objects (attached, such as trees, and detached, such as boulders, pebbles, and sticks, the first stuff of tools), enclosures (caves, bowers, huts, and other forms of sheltering), convexities (hills, mountains, and outcroppings of rock, providing vantage points), concavities (holes, pits, culvers, ravines, and valleys, affording refuge), and apertures (breaks in the undergrowth or the cloud cover, cracks and peepholes, doors and windows, affording visibility, ingress and egress, or opportunities for surveillance).11 Deliberately compar-
ing the “furniture of the earth” to the more familiar fittings of a kitchen, parlor, or classroom, Gibson reads these ecological features for their affordances, that is, for the distinctive opportunities for action that they provide to particular organisms. The hole affords the snake a dwelling, but it may offer the pirate a hiding place for treasure; the tree affords shelter for the squirrel, but provides wood for the woodsman; the fallen log offers a vantage point for the chipmunk, and a nest for the field mouse; the stick can become a poking tool for the chimpanzee, or building material for the bird.

Gibson presents affordances as an alternative to two-worlds theories that would divide the world of matter from the world of mind: “There is only one environment, although it contains many observers with limitless opportunities for them to live in it.” Gibson insists, however, that affordances exist in the world independently of their use or observation: “The observer may or may not perceive or attend to the affordance, according to his needs, but the affordance, being invariant, is always there to be perceived.” This occupation of the middle ground between subjects and objects makes affordances a fruitful concept for humanistic analyses that would like to attend to the alluring itselfness of things in biotechnical assemblages while remaining focused on the distinctive ways in which the world stands forth for human beings.

Although affordance theory has proceeded quantitatively, toward the measurement of discrete affordances such as stair climbing, it has also flowered in a more qualitative mode that emphasizes the sociocultural dimensions of affordances. Thus ecological psychologist Harry Heft emphasizes the affinities between affordance theory, phenomenology, and pragmatism in order to explore human place-making and our navigation of parks and playgrounds. In anthropology, Tim Ingold uses Gibson to theorize what he calls taskscapes, ecological and social systems bound to each other through the actions they support and the organisms they host. In philosophy, Eric Rietveld, who is also a practicing landscape architect, has blended affordance theory with both phenomenology and neuroscience in order to capture “the self-organized nature of skillful coping,” that is, the unreflective way in which we conduct most of our life with objects.

What, then, does hospitality afford, and how do those affordances bear on the space of the theater? This question requires that we begin on the ground floor, by addressing those objects and environmental features of domestic space (cups, platters, floors, shiny fabrics) whose modest functions (holding and pouring liquids, supporting platters of sweets, providing a plateau for dancing bodies, or enhancing candlelight) help erect and maintain
the special environments of entertainment. Considered sociosymbolically, hospitality also affords acts of charity and gift-giving, the establishment of prestige, and the marking of seasonal and biographical time, transactions that draw on the material techniques of entertainment while unfolding resolutely on the social stage constituted by the encounter of human beings. Considerably more is at stake in my face-to-face encounter with my guest than in the foods that I present to him, which is perhaps why I prefer to busy myself in the kitchen than to mingle with my company. Yet without some minimal act of making room, the visitor is not really a guest, and some other form of interaction (an exchange of gossip, artificial sweetener, children, or insults) is taking place instead.

A third dimension might help us connect the macro- and micro-dimensions of hospitality as human event and as household art without reducing the symbolic to the material or vice versa. This valence concerns the extent to which the language of hospitality is itself insinuated into the theory of affordances, and thus displays if not a constitutive, then certainly a nonincidental role, in both the analytical exposition and the actual unfolding of affordances. To afford is to “give of what one has, to furnish, bestow, grant, yield”; when used of things, it means “to be capable of yielding, to have for one who asks or seeks.” One of Gibson’s sources is the organizational psychologist Kurt Lewin, who addressed what he called the Aufforderungscharakter or invitation character of objects, the way in which they communicate through their color, smell, or tactile properties, “Eat me,” “Hurl me,” or “Stack me.” In phenomenology, objects are said to “present” themselves, to reveal themselves to us as “datives of manifestation.” In his study of the skillful body, Rietveld writes, “The craftsman in his habitual world is surrounded by many objects that touch him and invite him to act.” These usages concern a primal proffering, a making evident that solicits without requiring certain responses—a kind of middle voice causality in which agency is shared by object and user. Bruno Latour, citing Gibson, uses the word actant to designate the way in which things “might authorize, allow, afford, encourage, permit, suggest, influence, block, render possible, forbid, and so on.” Affordances offer a way into the environments of use staged by hospitality in part because affordances draw on hospitality imagery in its own philological and conceptual development. Hospitality might be classed among what Hans Blumenberg calls “absolute metaphors”: “foundational elements of philosophical language, ‘translations’ that resist being converted back into authenticity and logicality.” Hospitality’s habitation within the very concepts through which we try to grasp the affordances of objects dis-
covers the nimble architecture of nascent thought within the succor pledged by the pillow and the security assured by the saucer. We can pose a theory of the spoon because the spoon is already theoretical, its slender stem and shallow bowl mumbling mutely of extension and transport, containment and flow, via the proprioceptive promises of hand-love and mouth-feel.

Affordances have begun to make their way into Shakespeare and Renaissance studies, thanks to work by Evelyn Tribble, Ellen Spolsky, and W. B. Worthen. Tribble situates affordances within the field of cognitive ecology, “which posits that a complex human activity such as theater must be understood across the entire system,” including such elements as “psychological mechanisms underpinning the task dynamics; the physical environment(s), including the relationships between playing and audience space; cognitive artifacts such as parts, plots, and playbooks; technologies such as sound or lighting; and, most importantly, the social systems underpinning the company, including the mechanisms for enskillment and training.”23 Ellen Spolsky uses affordances to disclose the way in which situations are “created by the co-occurrence of specific local conditions both animate and inanimate, both biological and material, and may be quite intentionally constructed by teachers, priests and poets, artists and playwrights.”24 W. B. Worthen, bringing together the work of Gibson and Donald Norman with Kenneth Burke, focuses on the affordances of the dramatic text considered as agency rather than object of interpretation. Worthen argues that writing solicits performances that in turn redefine the scope of the play text by putting it to new use.25 Following Tribble, Spolsky, and Worthen, my project is to test the appropriateness of affordances to the study of Shakespearean drama. Hospitality, in its phenomenological and philosophical dimensions, orients my travels in this zone, not only as theme and practice, but as a way of thinking about the primal character of such elements as entry, exit, ostension, offering, and encounter in the theaters of drama and life.

Although I have come to affordances from a design perspective, I bounce affordances back against their origins in ecology in order to keep the environmental view in play. Like Gibson’s environments for two-legged and four-legged creatures (to which we might add three- and four-legged stools), theater is defined above all by a flat plateau that affords standing and strutting. Its several doors afford ingress, egress, and acts of framing, seclusion, and discovery; the elevation of the stage in tandem with lighting affords visibility to the assembled audience; and its modest clutter of furniture (chairs, stools, tables, beds) affords not only routinized behaviors like sitting or lying down, but also dramatic repurposings such as tipping, hurling, mounting,
stacking, and smothering. Theater has long engaged design in its modes of production: set, costume, lighting, and sound design are crafts with their roots in much older performance practices. More broadly, theater is an art of disposition and arrangement, a way of organizing actors and objects on the surface of the stage and in the real time of performance within a networked setting maintained by the collective attention of everyone present. Conceived in this way, “stage management” describes not only the technical supervision of theatrical production, but the deeper protocols, existential and intuitive as well as learned, that link the physical resources of the stage to the traffic of actors across it.

Gibson’s original conception of affordances was environmental insofar as it engaged the self-organizing complexities of a world in which natural and artificial objects, as well as human and nonhuman creatures, coexist and interact. The theater constitutes an environment in the sense that it is a setting composed of objects and persons whose activities are both rehearsed and improvisational, their interactions embedded in broader artisanal, urban, and courtly infrastructures and populated by a variety of things and species, from microbes and marzipan to painted arrases and dancing bears. The taskscape consists of affordances in action, affordances actualized through the microdrama of their use and hence bringing to life the virtues of a particular space as simultaneously, and without division, physical and social. A theater of affordances is an environmental and phenomenological theater, a space in which things, persons, settings, and forms of life are solicited to appear in their choreographed and their autopoetic complexity.

**Staging the taskscape**

In what editors have come to mark as the break between scenes 4 and 5 of act 1 in *Romeo and Juliet*, Romeo’s gang and Capulet’s servingmen momentarily share the stage:

> They march about the stage, and Servingmen come forth with napkins.

*First Ser.*: Where’s Potpan that he helps not to take away? He shift a trencher! He scrape a trencher!

*Second Ser.*: When good manners shall lie all in one or two men’s hands, and they unwashed too, ’tis a foul thing.

*First Ser.*: Away with the joint-stools, remove the court-cupboard, look to the plate. Good thou, save me a piece of marchpane,
and as thou loves me, let the porter let in Susan Grindstone and
Nell—Anthony and Potpan!

Third Ser.: Ay boy, ready.
First Ser.: You are looked for and called for, asked for and sought
for, in the great chamber.
Fourth Ser.: We cannot be here and there too. Cheerly, boys! Be
brisk awhile, and the longer liver take all. (1.5.1-15)

These lines rezone the stage from the streets of Verona to the interior of the
Capulet house as the servingmen prepare for the party. The servants, who
are also stage hands, are engaged in the act of making room: clearing the
domestic space of the Capulet house for dancing, while redistricting the
space of the stage from city street to domestic interior. Hospitality provides
the social script for these acts of making room: diaegetically, the servingmen
are arranging for the party in which the visored Romeo will first encounter
the fêted Juliet, domestic preparations that momentarily merge with theater-
making itself as a process that involves the movement of persons and things
in a space defined by on- and off-stage flows of labor, performance, encoun-
ter, and display. In Worthen’s terms, the scene reflects on “the agency of
dramatic writing in charting the space of performance.”

The passage is laden with objects, including most immediately nap-
kins (from the stage direction), trenchers, joint-stools, a court cupboard, plate,
and marchpane (marzipan). A few of these items most likely appeared on stage
as properties (certainly the napkins, maybe the joint stools, plus the drum
and torches of the maskers). Others are more likely present only virtually (the
court cupboard with its precious collection of plate), with the trenchers and
marchpane as optional accessories. To this list we might also add the objects
that appear in the names of characters—Potpan, Susan Grindstone—
indicating the affinity between the servant class and the world of utilitar-
ian things. Unlike some other object scenes in Shakespeare, however—the
dowry detailed by Gremio in Taming of the Shrew (2.1.346-56) or the basket
of baubles hawked by Autolycus in The Winter’s Tale (4.4.204-10), or the
scanning of Imogen’s bedroom by Iachimo in Cymbeline (2.2 and 2.4)—this
passage does not unfold as an inventory. We see the servingmen navigat-
ing a taskscape, “the entire ensemble of tasks, in their mutual interlocking”
that compose an environment in active use, a scene that is “qualitative and
heterogeneous” and “essentially social.” The tasks at hand involve clearing
the table (“shift a trencher . . . scrape a trencher”) and moving the furniture
(“Away with the joint-stools, remove the court-cupboard, look to the plate”),
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both forms of making room. Insofar as objects appear on stage, they appear in movement, in the act of being taken away, in order to complete the act of clearing that makes hospitality possible.

The joint-stool (see fig. 1), one of the household’s most minimal and movable forms of seating, manifests the transitivity of furnishings on the stage and in Renaissance domestic spaces. Such stools would be moved constantly throughout the day, used for eating, labor, or resting, as well as doing double duty as makeshift tables or stepladders. The stool stands in some opposition here with the chair. Chairs were costly to make and uncomfortable to sit in; there might be one or two in a household, reserved for the patriarch, perhaps his wife, and honored guests. Stools, however, abounded, thanks to their cheaper construction, lighter weight, and multiple affordances.

Figure 1.
The court cupboard, on the other hand, standing at the end of the great hall to display and store the master’s plate along with wines and fruits, would only be moved on major occasions like this one, to clear space for the dancing and perhaps protect the valuables within. By the mid-seventeenth century, cupboards had become massive architectural constructions, often rivaling the chimney pieces in their size and decorative detailing. A “court cupboard,” however, could simply be a table used as a buffet — certainly more amenable to removal. Consider the Stuart piece in figure 2, with its stagelike play between open and closed spaces. Such a cupboard does not simply store things. It stores, and stages, their virtues and capacities. The

Figure 2.
cabinet can become a figure for the mind because in its own way it knows things, becoming a miniature memory theater in which the house recollects itself through its objects. The court cupboard is at once a hard drive and a monitor, a storage device and an interface, what Rebeca Helfer calls an edifice for edification. The court cupboard is a “worldly possession” not only because it belongs to the world, but also because it helps build and sustain a world, harboring, organizing and sharing the precious instruments of service and sustenance that, according to Hannah Arendt, “guarantee the permanence and durability without which a world would not be possible at all.”

The genre of the inventory, writes Janette Dillon in her study of theatrical space, “highlights the lack of any inherent connection between items,” underscoring “the independent, fragmentary presence of the commodity.” The taskscape, on the other hand, comes into play through the routine movement of objects across it—through their organization or management, itineraries enabled by the social interactions, domestic competencies, and libidinal urges of the stage hand/servingmen. In Ingold’s terms, the taskscape “comes into being through movement”; it exists “only insofar as people are actually engaged in the activities of dwelling.” The taskscape, moreover, unlike the inventory, directly engages affordances: the joint-stool affords sitting as well as easy transport, whereas the court cupboard affords storage, service, and display, as well as the breakage of valuables and perhaps the spilling of beverages under the pressure of extreme partying. The human proportions of the court cupboard, like a barrel-chested steward or a massive matron (think here of Juliet’s able nurse), at once secure and authorize the functions of conservation and display that the cabinet affords. Proffering fruit and cordials along with plate, the cupboard is not only the first museum; it is also the first museum café.

Objects like the stool and cupboard are “inanimate” in the sense that they do not move of their own accord, since they lack the sentient soul or anima that Aristotle restricts to animals. Yet a drawer, designed to slide in and out of its casing to reveal dead butterflies, old coins, rayon thongs, or a collection of combs and ointments for the removal of lice from juvenile heads, is not fully inanimate. And a joint-stool, though remarkably steady on its four stubby, stalwart legs, affords not only scooting under the table or placing against the wall, but also, under circumstances of shame or rage, hurling across the room. The height of the joint-stool, the flatness of its upper surface, the stability and lift promised by its foot rail, and the elegance of the joint itself, in which mortise and tenon accomplish their own union without nails or glue (the Romeo and Juliet of carpentry), all invite sitting by
promising a measure of both convenience and security. When Shakespeare calls his joiner “Snug” in *A Midsummer Night’s Dream*, he captures these comforting virtues of the stool and its joints. Meanwhile, the stool’s legs are also handles, an affordance that make it easy to carry about for multiple uses. The taskscape is precisely that environment in which objects move and move us, in which the invitations to use that they bear in their beings and wear on their sleeves are accepted, taken up in and through the performance of a task.

What this scene affords *Romeo and Juliet* as a whole is the rezoning of the space of the stage from exterior to interior, from the streets of Verona to the great hall of Capulet. The young men clear the stage as a speaker might clear his throat: with an amplified phatic noisiness that signals a change. Although the scene is often broken here, the stage direction is continuous: “They [Romeo’s crew] march about the Stage, and Servingmen come forth with their Napkins.” The connective fold in the Folio’s text’s single sentence bids us to imagine a moment, perhaps merely a virtual one, in which the paths of the two groups, one carrying torches and the other bearing household goods, might cross, swirl, marble, and then separate, in a choreography of bodies and things, as well as lights and sounds, that renders through its own economy of actants the dissolve function of modern cinema. Hospitality is at stake not only as the event for which the men are preparing the house, but more deeply, as the way in which things and persons interact in a scenario not fully governed by the opposition of active and passive or agent and object. By performing these dependencies on stage, the simple activity of making room becomes, more phenomenologically, a making-room-appear, a process of clearing that summons the blank space of the stage to take shape as the place of the great hall and its service antechambers. In a moment like this, theater at its most mundane flashes its world-making magic.

The invitation that is accepted, moreover, is not always identical with the invitation that is offered or intended. The marchpane that establishes this moment in the party as a banquet of desserts is designed to delight and entice the wealthy young people gathered to celebrate Juliet’s coming birthday. Yet the servingmen aim to commandeer some of this confection for their own party, planning an informal festival of leftovers to take place after hours. Shaped, colored, sugared, and even gilded for maximum visual appeal, marzipan was the occasion for virtuoso confectionary in the highly theatricalized dessert course that composed either the final course or the main event in Renaissance banquets. The marzipan also points inward, to the backstage areas of house and stage that support the fanfare of
entertainment. The scene’s fleeting reference to leftover times and occluded service zones recalls the way in which the actors and stagehands will create their own scene when the theater closes, or an architect might insert a closet or a close stool in the space behind the stairs, or a rodent might establish his quarters beneath the stage. The environments of entertainment emerge here not as a single bounded space of pure representation, but as an open floor plan composed of variegated areas dedicated to different kinds of labor, their partitions perforated by those apertures or “chinks in the wall” that afford slivers of visibility and unexpected access in Gibson’s ecology of engaged perception.

By opening service economies and representational economies to each other, the scene becomes an instance of the kind of dynamic rehearsed by Alice Rayner in her landmark essay, “Rude Mechanicals and the Specters of Marx.” There she shows how “very concrete labor might participate in and reiterate the phantasm of the theatrical double, the visible and the invisible,” an exercise she executes under the sign of Shakespeare.39 Romeo and Juliet, of course, is not “about” furniture, or leftovers, or even theater. Although the cupboard does not disappear without a trace (its curatorial affordances blossom into inventory in the extraordinary accounting of the Apothecary’s shop [5.1.37–48]), it is of the essence of these mobilia that they not matter, that they pass immediately from view. Instead, Shakespeare lets the autopoeisis or self-organizing complexity of the taskscape appear and disappear before our eyes, rehearsing the continuity between stage management and household management. Each requires the zoning and rezoning of space. Each directs traffic among a variety of actants (persons, tools, fabrics, furnishings) in an ensemble of undertakings that disperses and distributes agency, cognition, and knowledge. Each is sensitive to the sumptuary and seasonal shifts signaled by holiday: “rites, feasts and ceremonies . . . are as integral to the taskscape as are boundary markers such as walls or fences to the landscape.”40 Each sports a deep relationship to hospitality, not only as the suite of customs by which people manage their enmities, but also as one of the ways in which environmental dependencies are managed and signified. Moreover, this set of comparisons institutes more than an analogy insofar as the theater is a taskscape (an environment composed of affordances), and the taskscape is a theater (a setting for the performance of several kinds of action by multiple actors).

Shakespeare’s manifestation of the taskscape is just barely representational, insofar as the activity of the servingmen merges with the lightly choreographed business of stage hands. I hesitate to call the scene “metathe-
atrical,” which implies more self-consciousness, and less phenomenological insight, than what is actually delivered. These servingmen will take on new life as the Rude Mechanicals in *A Midsummer Night’s Dream*, but here the emphasis is on the forms of disappearance that accompany the appearance of labor. In *Phenomenal Shakespeare*, Bruce Smith speaks of the “ambient swoon” that melts Venus and Adonis into a landscape of affective responses. This scene in *Romeo and Juliet* manifests something like an “ambient theatricality”—Shakespeare suddenly renders tangible and audible the techniques of theater-making. The scene is easily cut because it advances so little. Yet the insistent minor note of its key is, I contend, precisely what makes this interchange such a precious document of how we live with things. The servingmen’s rough music makes us suddenly privy to the labors that run behind the scenes of theater and hospitality as the self-erasing yet incessantly operating conditions of the main event to come.

**Capulet, host**

At the other end of the servants’ exchange comes Capulet’s entry and speech:

Welcome, gentlemen, ladies that have their toes
Unplagu’d with corns will have a bout with you.
Ah my mistresses, which of you all
Will now deny to dance? She that makes dainty,
She I’ll swear hath corns. Am I come near ye now?
Welcome, gentlemen. I have seen the day
That I have worn a visor and could tell
A whispering tale in a fair lady’s ear,
Such as would please. ’Tis gone, ’tis gone, ’tis gone,
You are welcome, gentlemen: come, musicians, play.
A hall, a hall, give room! And foot it girls!
*Music plays and they dance.*
More light, you knaves, and turn the tables up.
And quench the fire, the room is grown too hot.
Ah sIRRah, this unlook’ed-for sport comes well.
Nay sit, nay sit, good cousin Capulet,
For you and I are past our dancing days:
How long is’t now since last yourself and I
Were in a mask? (1.5.1-33)
Welcoming the young maskers, Capulet also acknowledges the ladies, gives direction to the musicians, and continues to make room for the dancing. “A hall, a hall, give room!” he shouts, “More light, you knaves, and turn the tables up.” The tables here are the trestle tables that populated medieval and early Renaissance halls, chosen because they afforded easy set up and disassembly for different uses throughout the day. Temporary stages designed for theatrical performances in great halls and banqueting houses were also built on trestles, and trestle tables would also have been used as props on stage. The trestle table is to the joint stool as the “standing” or “dormant” table is to the chair. The trestle and joint stool are light, mobile, modestly ornamented, and host to multiple affordances; the standing table and chair are higher in status, more dramatic in presentation, and less amenable to removal and repurposing. In a setting still largely populated by stools and trestles, “hall” becomes a verb more than a noun (“A hall, a hall, give room!”). The host not only greets his guests, but organizes the flow of sound, light, heat, and traffic—another exercise in ambience.

Capulet, too, is making room appear. Or, in his own hospitable phrase, he is giving room, arranging a welcoming space for his guests. When later Capulet busies himself with planning Juliet’s wedding (“Look to the baked meats, good Angelica: / Spare not for cost”), the Nurse will mock him as a “cot-quean,” a man who concerns himself too much with household matters (4.4.5-6). Branding the senex as host becomes Shakespeare’s succinct means of characterizing this minor yet compelling tragicomic creature of the hospitable function.

Exhausted by all this greeting, Capulet eventually takes his seat with his aged peer, “Good cousin Capulet.” The two elders most likely command chairs, not stools; they may even settle down in chairs of state, upholstered seats tucked beneath a canopy designed to shelter and outline patriarchal privilege. The chair, like the stool, supports the buttocks, but it also stretches upward to outline the more noble elements of trunk, head, and arms (see fig. 3). Whereas the stool lends itself to repurposing as a traveling table, step ladder, and perch for task work, the Renaissance chair is less mobile in both its footprint and its uses. Affording rest and spectatorship, the noble chair supports, frames, and projects a sense of dignity through its bodily architecture. Capulet will become Brabantio, and Shylock, and eventually Lear, all of them “men with chairs,” patriarchs suffering the fragility of their dignity in a world that belongs to the stools.

Above and beyond, or perhaps within and below, the labor of making room, dangers to the oikos lurk, at once introduced and regulated by
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hospitality. Hospitality takes the activities of daily life (clearing the table, moving the furniture) and raises them to the level of action by incorporating the uncertainty associated with guests. Like the stage itself, the scene of hospitality is defined by entries and exits. In both theater and life, doorways are always magical, portals of metamorphosis and special delivery whose porches, cornices, canopies, mezuzot, welcome mats, and garden gnomes frame and soften the terror produced by the linkage of unlike spaces. In the scene chez Capulet, the visored Romeo is, of course, the flaming torchbearer of all these risks. His visor indicates his status as an uninvited guest, in the tradition of mummmings in which bands of neighbors in disguise “would enter a house without ceremony . . . knocking at the door as if they were strangers.” Such masked encounters dramatize the element of risk resident in every hospitable act. Here the risk is real: it is Romeo who will upset Capulet’s well-made marriage plans for Juliet while also killing off one of the house’s only remaining heirs. Capulet’s greeting is pressurized, rendered just a little more than conventional, by coinciding with the risk of real intrusion that hospitality both invites and attempts to ward off. Suddenly the serving-man’s simple warning, “remove the cupboard, look to the plate,” resonates with Shylock’s later cry, “my daughter, my ducats.” Every designer knows: child-proofing only works for little monsters under ten.

And yet Capulet welcomes this errant roamer into the household, and allows him to stay even after Tybalt has blown Romeo’s cover. In this greeting, a routine welcome (“You are welcome, gentlemen”) assumes the status of an act insofar as Capulet places hosting above household, laying bear the tension between the oikos and its others whose management comprises hospitality’s actuarial and existential portfolio. In Paul Kottman’s analysis of the play, “Although Capulet is under no compulsion, and even though some members of the family (Tybalt) find the act galling, Romeo is freely recognized and ‘endured’ as the family’s own guest.” And, Kottman continues, “because Romeo does not therefore appear at the feast as an external enemy, his presence bears witness to openness within the ancient family—a aperture in the very structure of the ancient family that, like the chink in the wall between the houses of Pyramus and Thisbe, had been there all along and had simply remained unnoticed.” Hospitality frames and regulates, but also keeps open, the chink in the wall of the oikos, the entry through which genuine strangers occasionally manage to pass. In this instance, Capulet lets chance itself into the house: love, too, it turns out, is a form of autopoeisis. In greeting Romeo as a ghost of his own youth (“Welcome, gentlemen. I
have seen the day / That I have worn a visor”), the good host becomes for an
instant a very bad father. In this transaction, hospitality gathers up the mun-
dane res of the taskscape with the res gestae of dramatic action into a singular
appointment between custom and catastrophe. No wonder Capulet ends the
speech out of breath and seeking his chair.

Romeo, guest

Urged by Benvolio to crash the party, Romeo agrees to join his friends, but
only as a torchbearer: “Give me a torch, I am not for this ambling” (1.4.11).
When Benvolio rehearses the drama of their entry, “Come, knock and enter,
and no sooner in / But every man betake him to his legs” (1.4.33-34), Romeo
repeats his earlier declaration: “A torch for me. . . . I’ll be a candle-holder and
look on” (1.4.35-38). Romeo’s assumption of the role of torchbearer stands
at the center of a complex of images, stage properties, theatrical effects, and
social scripts that ultimately allow him to make his own room in the space
of hospitality supervised by Capulet. In the tradition of masking, the torch-
bearer is he who attends rather than participates. The bearing capacities of
the person and the illuminative virtues of the torch supplement each other,
together affording the ambulatory illumination required by midnight mask-
ers. “Being but heavy,” Romeo quips, “I will bear the light” (1.4.12): the
word “heavy” describes Romeo’s emotional mood, his melancholic gravitas,
but it also identifies him as the physical support of the torch; the composite
figure, half-man, half-tool, makes room for the revelers as they edge through
the darkened urban space, the roving pool of radiance cast by the upright
utensil orienting the group in an environment deprived of way-finding
markers.

When Romeo first observes Juliet, he does so from the vantage
point of attendant spectatorship defined (not unlike Capulet on his chair)
by the torch he bears:

Romeo: What lady’s that which doth enrich the hand Of yonder
knight?
Ser.: I know not, sir.
Romeo: O, she doth teach the torches to burn bright.
   It seems she hangs upon the cheek of night
   As a rich jewel in an Ethiop’s ear —
   Beauty too rich for use, for earth too dear. (1.5.41-46)
Romeo’s comparison of Juliet to a jewel may seem of a piece with his earlier clichés for Rosalind (“too fair, too wise, wisely too fair,” etc. [1.1.220]). Yet it is the jewel’s specifically light-reflective affordances that Romeo’s image catches here; like the shimmering fabrics that draped not only warm dancing bodies but also walls, tables, and chairs of state in the Renaissance softscape, jewels were worn not simply as lovely ornaments or signs of status, but as tiny agents of reflective illumination. The reference to the Ethiop’s ear, jarring to modern readers, evokes the pleasing contrast between glossy highlights and a dark matte background, a mise-en-scène exploited to this day in the display of diamonds on velvet. The premodern lighting systems used in great halls and other spaces of entertainment included not only candles, tapers, torches, and their many holders, but also gold-threaded arrases, metal candle plates, and mobile bling, whose reflective capacities amplified the precious effects of candle light.

According to Gibson, it is reflected or ambient light, not the radiant light cast directly by the sun or other sources, that accounts for most animal perception: “Radiant light comes from atoms and returns to atoms; ambient light depends upon an environment of surfaces. Radiant light is energy; ambient light can be information.” The light-reflective capacities of surfaces, in other words, afford the visibility that helps communicate the more particular capacities of objects to animal actors. And premodern lighting systems, perhaps more than electrified ones, consciously and unconsciously worked that environment of surfaces in order to enhance the precious effects of ambient light. If the torchbearer Romeo manages one source of radiant light in the scene, the jewel-like Juliet is imagined to reflect back that light, becoming a second source of luminescence rendered more enchanting by virtue of not producing its own rays.

Romeo’s torch, of course, is immediately caught up and signified in a web of emblematic images and meanings; never simply a tool, it is always also an iconographic attribute associating Romeo with the torches of love and fidelity carried by angels, putti, watchmen, and Hymen in Renaissance poetry and prints, but also on tapestries, plates, mantelpieces, and furniture, as well as bodied forth in the design of candlesticks both great and small. Such objects visualize the composite form created by torch and torchbearer, often couched in postures of supplication, service, and attendance that stage their framing relationship to the scenes they flank and the spaces they illuminate, whether it is altar piece or dinner table.

What is important here, I think, is the heterogeneous character of the torchbearer assemblage that incorporates Romeo into its mixed composi-
tion, including bits of print culture, home furnishings, festive custom, poetic conceits, old proverbs, and lighting techniques. I would like to resist placing the “real” torch and its material affordances at the center of a complex that becomes increasingly ideational. What the torch affords is phenomenal appearing: not only the emergence of visible figures out of the glooming dusk of indistinction, but also the reflective effects that link shine to Schein (semblance, appearance). What is fascinating here is the extent to which affordances, so tightly bound to use, actually exist in close proximity to aesthetics in that each concerns forms of appearing and the “environment of surfaces” in which appearing can take place. Modern design as practice and theory attempts to give an account of this secret affinity between beauty and function. In the public theaters, moreover, torches and tapers, whether or not they were actually lit, were properties that communicated “night-time” in a space not conducive to artificial dimming. Their affordances are semiotic as well as practical. It is ultimately words that must light the torch; Romeo’s luminous comparison of Juliet to the jewel, which draws the Aeolian attractions of language into the mote-thick orbit of ambient light, is itself a consummately poetic achievement that also makes unexpectedly compelling theatrical and dramatic sense.

If the torch enters the play in part from love poetry’s Petrarchan platitudes, Romeo manages to wake up these sleeping beauties from the coma of their commodification, using the torch and the language it inspires to create a clearing—what Heidegger calls a Lichtung—in the field of conventional language. Romeo’s decision to play the torchbearer is itself an act of partial protest against the society of spectacle in which he first glimpses Juliet. Torchbearing affords Romeo an act of exit within the momentum of entry, allowing him to become a kind of embodied, extended aside, to secrete and inhabit a Lichtung all his own. Designers would speak here of proxemics, the invisible envelope of personal space that we carry about with us and whose invasion can spark fist fights and sexual panic. Candor is the virtue that belongs to that clearing: the shining ability to speak freely within a region defined by convention and spectatorship. What Romeo shares with Hamlet is the desire not to subscribe completely to celebratory spectacle, thus reserving some element of purse and person from full disclosure. His resistance to décor, including the decorative resonances of his own torchbearing posture, becomes the source of its own special illumination.

The circle of light cast by Romeo’s ardent torch, then, not only contributes to the glamour of the happenings, but also signs his partial withdrawal from them, and thus makes a new kind of room for the two lov-
ers. Ultimately, Romeo must draw Juliet aside—draw her, that is, into the clearing of his aside—in order to find and found an intimate space on stage that is theirs and theirs alone, a space nested both within and beyond the environment of entertainment supervised by Capulet. In Baz Luhrmann’s *Romeo + Juliet* (20th Century Fox, 1996), the lovers escape into a glass elevator, a dizzying embodiment of this translucent silo of proximate space. It is the work of the “little room” of the sonnet form itself to block such a locus out of language and gesture. When Romeo, addressing Juliet for the first time, speaks of “profaning” “this holy shrine” with his hands, he places Juliet in a kind of metaphorical alcove, their own virtual discovery space; the conceit of the sonnet as well as its distribution between the two speakers spins a kind of virtual shell around them. The word *profane* refers etymologically to that which lies before or outside the temple (*fanum*). At once porch and alcove, the little room of roaming space that the two lovers build together draws on the affordances of the Catholic multimedia sensorium and its ritual choreography (pilgrimage, palmers’ kiss). Yet their incipient idolatry is also iconoclastic: “profane is the term for something that was once sacred or religious and is returned to the use and property of men.” It is a moment of advent and annunciation, occurring, however, on a purely human plane whose summer heat holds the teenagers in the lambent *kairos* of the kiss. Their coy language of saints and pilgrimage fashions a setting for the birth of love, which is also, as Paul Kottman has argued, the birth of their own freedom as human actors from out of inherited social scenarios. This profane niche becomes their chink in the wall, their sweet spot for communication and acknowledgment. At some point, Romeo must put down his torch. Bearing that torch, however, has helped light up the zone in which he and Juliet first kiss with the palms of their hands, and the rhymes of their words, and finally with their lips, tapping the proprioceptive capacities of bodies in language in order to touch one another.

**Envoi**

Renaissance hospitality fashioned what modern marketers call an experience economy, an improvised yet deliberate orchestration of confits, fabrics, and pheromones. Drama in its literary dimension brings to the table the possibility of infelicitous performances and unexpected repurposings of hospitable conventions. What distinguishes both tragedy and comedy from the masque, the dance, or the fashion show is the deliberate element of risk that they borrow from hospitality and install at the center of dramatic
action, as well as the burden they place on dramatic poetry to contribute to spatial and atmospheric imagining. In *Romeo and Juliet*, I’ve argued, Shakespeare tests the scripts of hospitality for the risks and resistances they harbor, the leftover times and spaces they generate, and the chance for unexpected encounters that they court. Do we need the theory of affordances in order to demonstrate how joint-stools, marzipan, and torches make different kinds of room on Shakespeare’s stage and in his worlds? We might arrive at similar conclusions through any number of approaches, including material culture, theater history, actant-network theory (ANT), or even simply a serious session of close-reading. What the theory of affordances gains for us is a genuinely interdisciplinary handle that draws on psychology, ecology, phenomenology, and semiotics through the contemporary template offered by design. It is not affordance’s separation from other approaches so much as its ability to integrate them that makes the concept a promising contributor to Shakespeare studies today. Affordances, moreover, have the power not only to illuminate Shakespeare’s world but also to link his to ours. Take the case of stools and chairs: if chairs, once the mark of privilege and sickness, now verge on being a universal type of furniture, it is because they have incorporated the proletarian pragmatism of stools into their stacked, portable, mass-produced frames.

Affordances belong to design, a discourse capable of drawing together the interests in cognition, domesticity, decorative style, and environmental complexity that are attracting so much good work in Shakespeare studies today. When I say “design,” I do not mean a commodified and purely instrumental tool thinking, but rather the revelatory passages between arts of place-making and acts of thinking—between ways of rezoning space through objects, movement, and light and the formations of affective and cognitive life whose tending is so important to Shakespearean drama. What I am ultimately trying to gauge through the concept of affordances is the relationship between the virtues and constraints of objects (joint-stools, chairs, torches, and the spaces they configure) and what those affordances afford for dramatic poetry, the intricate topologies of consciousness, care, and acknowledgment they disclose. My goal is not to bind the plays to a historical inventory of objects, but rather to try to understand the kinds of thinking that their homely usages solicit. At the end of act 1, scene 3 in *Romeo and Juliet*, a servant tells Lady Capulet, “Madam, the guests are come, supper served up, you called, my young lady asked for, the Nurse cursed in the pantry, and everything in extremity. I must hence to wait, I beseech you follow straight” (1.3.100-103). Act 1, scene 5 delivers to us the “everything
in extremity” that characterizes hospitality as a taskscape of affordances in process: the dispersal and reorganization of things, persons, and spaces in the moment of the feast, and the dangers, distresses, and creative opportunities that hospitality oversees with such bravado, and occasionally with real candor.
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